Abstract: Given a text string, a pattern string, and an integer k, a new algorithm for finding all occurrences of the pattern string in the text string with at most k differences is presented. Both its theoretical and practical variants improve the known algorithms .
Introduction
The edit distance between a text string x = XIX2 ••• Xn and a pattern string y = YIY2 ... Yrn over an alphabet is the minimum number of differences between them. A difference is one of the following. An edit opemtion is an operation which corrects a difference. Change, insertion, and deletion are the edit operations corresponding to the three types of differences. The edit sequence between the pattern and the text is the sequence of edit operations for converting the pattern to the text which realizes the edit distance. Algorithms for finding the edit distance and the edit sequence were given in [9J and [8J.
In this paper we are interested in a more general problem; that is to find all occurrences of the pattern in the text with at most k differences (k ~ m ~ n), which is called the string matching with k differences. Closely related is the string matching with k mismatches in which only the difference of type (1) is allowed. Together these two problems are called approximate string matching. 
O(kn + m log iii) Figure 1 . The time bounds of the algorithms
O(mn) Algorithms
The ith character of a string x is denoted by Xi. A substring of x from the ith through the jth characters is denoted by Xi ••• Xj. If the minimum number of differences between the pattern Y and any Sll bstring of the text x ending at x j is less than k, we say that Y occurs at position j of x with at most k differences. The problem of string matching with k differences is defined as follows:
Given a text x of length n, a pattern Y of length m, and an integer
end for end for Figure 2 . The algorithm MNI of x \vhere Y occurs with at most k differences. Variations of [9] and [8] solve the string matching with k differences in time O(mn) as follows. See also [4, 5] .
Let 
There are three types of D-diagonals with respect to table C.
end for for c ;-0 to n -m + k do
end for end for [4] .
At iteration e we compute C-diagonal c which is C(e,c -e), 0 $ e ~ k. Let q be the text position such that Xq+l is the rightmost character of the text which was compared with the pattern before iteration c (i.e., Xq+l had a mismatch). Suppose that from previous iterations we have k + 1 reference triples (uo,vo,wo), ( In cases (i) and (iii) we have found j which is t + min(f, g). In case (ii) we continue at position t + f.
After iteration c we update reference triples for the next iteration. Let Se, 0 ~ e ~ k, be the first position of the text which was considered for G(e,d). G(e,d) Therefore, (u~,v~,w~), (u~,v~,wD, ... , (u~,v~,w~) are reference triples, and the set of intervals The algorithm KN in Figure 6 shows the text processing. If t < U r , t is the position of a hole; it returns false. Figure 8 shows the procedure within( t, k, r).
The text position q is implicitly maintained by the reference triples.
At iteration c the number of repetitions of the while loop in algorithm KN is the number of direct comparisons and lookups of the Prefix table. Direct comparisons are counted in two ways.
(i) If t > q + 1 (i.e., Xt is a new character), the comparison is charged to text position t. The text processing maintains table C and k + 1 reference triples. To find edit distances (i.e., string matching with k differences) we keep only two previous C·diagonals. Thus, the space required for the text processing is O(k). If we want to find both edit distances and edit sequences, we need to keep k C-diagonals [8] , which leads to O(k2) space.
The Preprocessing
In the preprocessing of pa.ttern Y we compute upper triangula.r Using a suffix tree and the lowest common ancestor algorithm, the time bound of the preprocessing can be reduced to O(mlogm) for general alphabets or to O(m) for alphabets whose size is fixed, and the space bound is reduced to O(m) [2, 4, 5] . Since, however, the constant hidden in the suffix tree and the lowest common ancestor algorithm is quite large, it is mostly of theoretical interest. In this case our algorithm takes time O(kn + mlog iii) and space O(m).
Conclusion
\Ve have presented a new algorithm for the string matching with k differences which improves the known algorithms. It is interesting that the time and space bounds of the algorithm are the same as those of Galil and Giancarlo's algorithm [1] for the string matching with k mismatches. In addition to the bounds. they are similar in that both algorithms use the Prefix table and maintain k + 1 references (by a D-diagonal and mismatched text positions in [1] , and by reference triples in ours).
They are different in that [1] finds start positions of occurrences of the pattern in the text while our algorithm finds end positions of the occurrences, and [1] builds references from one D-diagonal while our algorithm builds them from at most k + 1 D-diagonals.
An additional difference was considered in [6] and [8] . Transposition is the edi t operation which corrects the difference of type (4). Our algorithm can be extended to include the difference of type (4) 
